Wallets

Digital Files
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To avoid extra processing fees and to assure
quick service, please follow these guidelines
for Shoebox Photo Archive scanning:

Reprints
Turn your
Original photograph
into...

Reprints
made at time of scanning
Kodak Royal Paper. Matte finish is standard;
glossy is available on request.
4x6 or 3½x5 of all photos in your order......... .30 each
4x6 or 3½x5 of selected photos* (25 minimum) ... .38 each

* Group and label the selected photos you want
printed into a separate bundle, or order photos
from the CD we create.

All photos must be removed from albums and frames
and put into a box. Sort the photos by size from
smallest to largest. Minimum size: 2½x3½;
Maximum size: 8x10.

Make sure all of the photos are facing forward and
oriented so the top of each image is in the same
direction. If you want the image files from both
horizontal and vertical photos to be right-side-up on
your CD, you must sort vertical photos into separate
groups from the horizontal photos. If they are mixed
together, you may request that we rotate the vertical
images to appear face-up on your CD— this
“rotating” service adds $19.95 per group of up to 500
images.

“Shoebox” Photo
Archive Scanning
August 1, 2019
All prices, specifications and service times
are subject to change without notice.

Save 20% on all scanning
prices in this brochure!
February 1st to March 31st, 2020

Index Prints and Proof Sheets
Index Prints and Proof Sheets are a handy tool for
locating and retrieving images from your library of
CDs. They are priced by the sheet with 25 or 40
images per sheet.
4x6 Index Print with 40 images per sheet .......... 1.49
5x7 Proof Sheet with 25 large images per sheet .... 2.49
8x10 Proof Sheet with 40 large images per sheet .. 5.98

Cross-Way North Plaza

DVD Slideshow
We can also produce a professional “slide show” of
your photographs (and slides) that will play on your
TV with a standard DVD player. See our DVD
Slideshow brochure for scanning prices and complete
details.

READ THIS NOTICE: Submitting any film, print, digital media, or
images in any form to this firm for processing, printing, or other
handling constitutes an AGREEMENT by you that any damage or
loss by our company, subsidiary, or agents, even though by our
negligence or other fault, will only entitle you to replacement with
a like amount of imaging media or unexposed film and processing,
if available. The acceptance by us of the film, print, digital media,
or images is without other warranty or liability, and recovery for any
incidental or consequential damages is excluded. 90-day
unclaimed orders will be considered abandoned.

North of Crossroads
223 3rd Street N.E.
Waite Park, MN 56387
Phone: 251-HOUR
(320-251-4687)

Downtown St. Cloud
25 7th Avenue South
St. Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 251-2622

www.TheCameraShop.com

Shoebox Photo Archive Scanning

SAVE

20%

Service Time: 5 - 7 Lab Days
Perhaps you have a shoebox full of precious
photographs in your closet. For a very economical
price we can scan those photographs to a CD so you
can preserve those memories, make backup copies
or reprints, and distribute them to your relatives.
Two options for Shoebox Photo Archive scans:
•

Standard Resolution (300 ppi) scans are ideal
for printing up to two times the size of your
original photographs, or for emailing and
internet sharing.

•

High Resolution (600 ppi) scans will produce
high quality photos four times as large as your
original photographs. Images from both kinds
of scans are saved as high quality JPEG files.

on all scanning prices in
this brochure through
March 31st, 2020

If there is information written on the back of your
original photographs that you want scanned, we can
scan both sides of those pictures. These will count as
two scans. Group the photos for double-sided scans
separately and clearly mark the group: “Scan Front
& Back.”

The greater the PPI when scanning, the sharper the
images will appear, especially when enlarged.

Additional Options
Rotating images, add .......... 19.95 per group up to 500
Photos scanned in the specific sequence that you
specify (includes rotating your images),
add ................................... 34.95 per group of 500

CD
Photographs for Shoebox Photo Archive scanning can
be scanned in a specific sequence for an additional
$34.95 per group of 500. To order this service,
number the sequence on the back of each photo (no
sticky notes) and submit the photos in that
sequence, rather than sorting your photos by size.
This $34.95 fee also includes our service of rotating
all images to the correct orientation (horizontal or
vertical) before saving the images to CD or DVD.

600 ppi

300 ppi
600 ppi
Standard
High
Resolution
Resolution
No Refunds Allowed
Scanning
Scanning
Up to 100 Photos ................... 68.95 ................ 94.95
Up to 500 Photos ................. 144.95 .............. 189.95
Additional group of 100 ........ 35.00 ................ 55.00
The cost of one set of CD(s) are included in the prices
above.

Duplicate CDs of photos………………...7.99 per CD
Duplicate JPEG DVDs of photos…….14.99 per DVD

PPI means “Pixels Per (Square) Inch”

300 ppi

Shoebox Photo
Scanning to CD

Photos that are fragile, folded, ripped, mounted or in
albums, sticky or having rough edges or staples
cannot be scanned with our Shoebox Photo Archive
service. To scan such photographs, ask one of our
associates about our custom print scanning services
(scanning prints up to 8x10" size costs between $2.25
and 5.99 per scan).
To scan negatives, slides or transparencies,
request our Scanning Services brochure for
complete details.

or

DVD?
Note: multiple CDs or DVDs may be required for
your order.
When scanning 4x6 photos:
● 330 Standard-Resolution scans fit onto 1 CD, or
● 90 High-Resolution scans fit onto 1 CD.
● 2250 Standard-Resolution scans fit onto 1
JPEG DVD, or
● 600 High-Resolution scans fit onto 1 JPEG
DVD.

